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Abstract The clinical picture associated with 22q11.2

deletion syndrome (22q11DS) includes mild mental retar-

dation and an increased risk of schizophrenia. While the

clinical phenotype has been related to structural brain

network alterations, there is only scarce information about

functional connectivity in 22q11DS. However, such studies

could lead to a better comprehension of the disease and

reveal potential biomarkers for psychosis. A connectivity

decoding approach was used to discriminate between 42

patients with 22q11DS and 41 controls using resting-state

connectivity. The same method was then applied within the

22q11DS group to identify brain connectivity patterns

specifically related to the presence of psychotic symptoms.

An accuracy of 84 % was achieved in differentiating

patients with 22q11DS from controls. The discriminative

connections were widespread, but predominantly located in

the bilateral frontal and right temporal lobes, and were

significantly correlated to IQ. An 88 % accuracy was

obtained for identification of existing psychotic symptoms

within the patients group. The regions containing most

discriminative connections included the anterior cingulate

cortex (ACC), the left superior temporal and the right

inferior frontal gyri. Functional connectivity alterations in

22q11DS affect mostly frontal and right temporal lobes and

are related to the syndrome’s mild mental retardation.

These results also provide evidence that resting-state con-

nectivity can potentially become a biomarker for psychosis

and that ACC plays an important role in the development

of psychotic symptoms.
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Introduction

Accumulating evidence suggests that both cognitive and

psychiatric disabilities can be linked to altered patterns of

brain connectivity (Buckholtz and Meyer-Lindenberg

2012; Bullmore and Sporns 2009). Indeed, cognitive

functions do not depend only on the independent func-

tioning of specialized brain regions but also on the their

connectivity and capacity of integration (Bullmore and

Sporns 2009; Sporns et al. 2005). For instance brain net-

works alterations have already been linked to differences in

cognitive abilities (Li et al. 2009; van den Heuvel et al.

2009; Wu et al. 2013; Cole et al. 2012) and to several

psychiatric disorders including Alzheimer disease (Filippi

and Agosta 2011; Greicius 2008), depression (Greicius

2008), and schizophrenia (Karbasforoushan and Woodward

2012).

The 22q11.2 deletion syndrome (22q11DS) is caused by

a microdeletion spanning 1.5–3 Mb located on the chro-

mosome 22 (Lindsay et al. 1995). Apart from the somatic

consequences of this deletion, the disorder is characterized

by a high incidence of cognitive and psychiatric disabilities

(Baker and Vorstman 2012), including notably a mild

decrease in IQ (Antshel et al. 2008a) and a high prevalence

of psychotic symptoms (Baker and Skuse 2005) and

schizophrenia (Murphy et al. 1999). In this disorder,

structural alterations of the brain networks are sustained by

white matter alterations including a well described

11–16 % loss of volume (Simon et al. 2005; Eliez et al.

2000) and widespread microstructural defects (Sundram

et al. 2010; Barnea-Goraly et al. 2003; da Silva et al. 2011;

Simon et al. 2008) that have furthermore been associated to

various cognitive deficiencies (Radoeva et al. 2012; Bar-

nea-Goraly et al. 2005; Simon et al. 2008) and psychiatric

symptoms (Radoeva et al. 2012) including schizotypal

traits (Sundram et al. 2010). The alteration of the structural

wiring of the brain in 22q11DS has recently been con-

firmed using tractography (Ottet et al. 2013a).

In line with these results, we have previously shown the

presence of functional connectivity alterations at rest in

youths with 22q11DS (Debbane et al. 2012). Part of these

alterations was related to impulsivity and attention deficits

and to the presence of psychotic symptoms. More recently,

another group has studied resting-state connectivity in

22q11DS and described relationships between functional

connectivity alterations and impairments in social skills

(Schreiner et al. 2013). As resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI)

records spontaneous brain activity (Fox and Raichle 2007),

it is particularly adapted to study brain function in

populations with mental retardation. However, to the best

of our knowledge, there is no other study to date that

explores the relationships between resting-state connec-

tivity and psychosis in 22q11DS. Improved delineation of

functional networks in this population could lead to a better

understanding of the mechanisms underlying the develop-

ment of schizophrenia and reveal potential biomarkers.

In this study, we investigated functional connectivity at

rest using brain connectivity decoding (Richiardi et al.

2013) with a support vector machine (SVM) classifier. In

comparison to massively univariate methods, that test

independently each connection, this multivariate analysis

identifies a specific set of connections that allow discrim-

ination between groups. As the combination of several

connectivity alterations may convey more information than

each connection considered independently, this method

increases sensitivity (Raizada and Kriegeskorte 2010) and

avoids to make multiple statistical testing. Furthermore,

contrarily to the other methods developed to correct for

multiple comparisons in brain connectivity analysis

(Zalesky et al. 2010; Meskaldji et al. 2011), brain con-

nectivity decoding permits inference at the individual level,

and is therefore useful to test potentials biomarkers. Brain

connectivity decoding has successfully been applied for

revealing mental states (Richiardi et al. 2011), studying

brain connectivity development (Dosenbach et al. 2010)

and identifying patients with multiple sclerosis (Richiardi

et al. 2012), depression (Craddock et al. 2009), and chronic

schizophrenia (Shen et al. 2010; Bassett et al. 2012;

Venkataraman et al. 2012). In this study, we used rs-fMRI

data obtained from 42 children, adolescents and young

adults with 22q11DS and 41 age-matched controls. We

expected to find widespread functional connectivity alter-

ations, with a substantial participation of the frontal and

parietal lobes in relation to the patients’ cognitive deficits.

We also aimed at assessing whether resting-state brain

connectivity could represent a biomarker for the presence

of prodromal psychosis, hypothesizing that the classifier

would be able to identify the patients with 22q11DS that

suffer of psychotic symptoms from the patients that do not

have psychotic symptoms.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Discrimination Between Patients with 22q11DS

and Healthy Controls

The patients included in this study were recruited through

advertisements in family associations across French and

English speaking European countries. The presence of a
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22q11.2 deletion was confirmed by a Quantitative Fluo-

rescent Polymerase Chain Reaction performed on material

obtained from a blood sample. A clinical and cognitive

assessment was performed by trained clinicians and

included: (1) IQ measures using the Wechsler Intelligence

Scale for Children—Third Edition (Wechsler 1991) under

17 years old, and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-III

(Wechsler 1997) from 17 years old; (2) screening for a

schizophrenic syndrome with the Diagnostic Interview for

Children and Adolescents (DICA) (Reich 2000) and the

Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV axis I disorders,

SCID (First 1997) for adults; (3) screening for the presence

of a prodromal psychotic syndrome using the Structured

Interview of Prodromal Symptoms (SIPS) (McGlashan

et al. 2001; Miller et al. 2003). Initially scans from 64

patients aged between 9 and 30 were collected. From these

scans, two were excluded because the patients fell asleep

during the resting-state acquisition and two were excluded

because part of the cerebral cortex was not included in the

images. An additional 18 scans were discarded because the

patients moved more than one voxel size (3 mm) in

translation or 3� in rotation during the resting-state

sequence. In the end, the patients group used in our ana-

lysis (referred to as the 22q11DS group), comprised 42

patients (18 females) with a mean age (years) of

17.2 ± 4.8 and a mean full scale IQ of 66.9 ± 11.9.

Among them, 41 were native French speakers and one was

native English speaker. Three participants grew up in a

bilingual family. In this group 3 patients suffered from

schizophrenia, and 7 patients fulfilled the criteria for a

prodromal psychotic syndrome (1 with Brief Intermittent

Psychotic Syndrome, 6 with Attenuated Positive Symp-

toms). Seven participants did not accomplish this assess-

ment as they were too young (under 12 years old) or had

too strong cognitive deficits to reliably answer. In the

22q11DS group, 12 participants were taking one or several

psychotropic medications: antidepressants (3), atypical

neuroleptics (5), antiepileptics (4), methylphenidate (3) and

benzodiazepines (1). The 22 patients which scans were

discarded did not differ from the patients included in the

study regarding mean age (17 ± 4, T test: p = 0.9) but had

a significantly higher mean IQ (74 ± 9, T test: p = 0.02).

Among them, one suffered from schizophrenia and three

had a prodromal psychotic syndrome.

The control group was composed of healthy siblings of

the patients and of healthy participants recruited through

advertisements in public schools and community in Gen-

eva. Only subjects without previous history of psychiatric

and neurologic disorders were recruited. Initially, 47 scans

were acquired for the control group, but two participants

were excluded because part of the cerebral cortex was

missing in the acquisition and four because of excessive

movement according to the abovementioned criteria. The

group included in our analysis had the same age range that

the 22q11DS group (mean age: 18.2 ± 5.4) and comprised

41 participants (21 females). They had a mean IQ of

108 ± 15.8. Thirty-six of them were native French

speakers, one was native English speaker and four were

both French and English native speakers. In total, nine

healthy controls were raised in a bilingual environment.

Half of the participants included in this study (21 con-

trols and 21 patients) were included in our previous paper

(Debbane et al. 2012). There were no significant differ-

ences between the control group and the 22q11DS group

for age (T test: p = 0.38) or gender distribution (Pearson

v2 test: p = 0.4) but IQ was significantly higher in the

control group (T test: p \ 0.0001) and there was a trend for

a difference in the repartition of bilingual subjects between

groups (Pearson v2 test: p = 0.06). Written and informed

consent was obtained for all the participants. The Institu-

tional Review Board of the Geneva University School of

Medicine approved the research protocol.

Identification of Moderate to Severe Psychotic Symptoms

Within the Patients Group

In the 22q11DS group the presence of psychotic symptoms

was defined as having a score of minimum three in one of

the positive subscales of the SIPS. This threshold corre-

sponds to the intensity of symptoms necessary to have at

least an ‘‘Attenuated Positive Symptoms Prodromal Syn-

drome’’, aside the criteria of time and frequency. Among

the 22q11DS group, 13 participants fulfilled the criteria for

inclusion in the positive symptoms group (PS?; age range:

12–24). In order to have a comparable group without PS

(PS-), we selected among the remaining patients 13 sub-

jects that were individually matched for age and gender to

the PS? group. As there were four remaining patients

within the age range of the PS? group, we included them

into the testing group of the classifier (N = 17). All the

patients included in the PS- group were native French

speakers and this group included no bilingual subjects. The

PS? group comprised one native English speaker and two

bilingual subjects. In the PS- group, 3 patients were taking

methylphenidate. In the PS? group, 5 patients were taking

medications including atypical neuroleptics (3), antide-

pressants (2), and antiepileptic (1). There was no signifi-

cant difference in IQ (T test: p = 0.2) or proportion of

bilingual subjects (Pearson v2 test: p = 0.1) between the

groups.

MRI Acquisition

Participants were scanned at the Geneva Center for Bio-

medical Imaging (CIBM), with a Siemens Trio 3T scanner.

The protocol comprised a high-resolution T1-weighted
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scan (TR = 2,500 ms, TE = 30 ms, 192 coronal slices,

slice thickness = 1.1 mm, flip angle = 8�, matrix size

224 9 256, FOV = 256 9 224) and an 8-minutes rs-fMRI

sequence containing 200 volumes (TR = 2,400 ms,

TE = 30 ms, 38 axial slices, slice thickness = 3.20 mm,

flip angle = 85�, matrix size 94 9 128, FOV =

96 9 128). During the rs-fMRI acquisition, the participants

were instructed to look at a white cross on a screen, to relax

and not to fall asleep. Excessive head movement was

prevented by stabilizing the head of the participants

with adapted material. Earplugs were used to increase

participants’ comfort and to relatively reduce scanner-

induced auditory system stimulation during the resting-

state acquisition.

Preprocessing of Structural and Functional Images

The preprocessing was done using Statistical Parametric

Mapping (SPM8, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimag-

ing, London, UK: http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) and

Matlab 2011b (http://www.mathworks.com) using the

same steps already described in (Richiardi et al. 2012).

Functional images were motion corrected and realigned to

the mean. There was no significant between-groups dif-

ference in the motion parameters. (all p values were above

0.1 uncorrected). The structural images were segmented

using the SPM8 New Segment algorithm (Ashburner and

Friston 2005), normalized to MNI and the forward and

inverse deformation fields were saved. The inverse defor-

mation field was used to warp the AAL atlas (Tzourio-

Mazoyer et al. 2002) into each subject space and parcellate

the subject’s anatomical images in 90 regions of interest

(ROIs) with an adapted version of the IBASPM toolbox

(Alemán-Gómez and Valdés-Hernandez 2006). Each sub-

ject’s specific anatomical atlas was then converted to a

functional atlas and both images were inspected. Finally,

the region-averaged time series were extracted, linearly

detrended and the realignment parameters, as well as the

signal of the 100 voxels with maximum intensity, repre-

sentative for white matter, were regressed out. The wavelet

transform (orthogonal cubic B-spline wavelets) was used to

filter the signal in order to keep the 0.05–0.1 Hz frequency

range (Achard et al. 2006). The globus pallidus bilaterally

was not included in the analysis due to a signal drop in

several subjects.

Connectivity-Based Classification

Functional connectivity was computed by calculating the

Pearson correlation coefficient between the filtered time

series of each pair of regions. Thus we obtained for every

subject an 88 9 88 matrix in which each element repre-

sented the connectivity strength between two regions. For

each connection, a linear regression was used to correct the

data for age and gender. The matrices were then z-scored in

order to reduce inter-subject variability. Finally, we vec-

torized the upper triangular part of each matrix to obtain

feature vectors composed of 3,828 connections that were

used for classification (Jonas Richiardi et al. 2010; Rich-

iardi et al. 2012).

Classification and analysis of the discriminative graph

were performed the same way for the two groups described

in the ‘‘Participants’’ part of the Method section. A linear

SVM classifier [LIBSVM (Chang and Lin 2011)] was used

for classification the accuracy of which was evaluated

using a leave-one-subject-out cross validation loop

(LOOCV). We included within the LOOCV a feature

selection based on point biserial correlation and tested the

accuracy selecting an increasing number of connections

going from 5 to 2,000 connections by steps of 5. The

feature selection and the training of the classifier were

strictly performed on the training group only in order to

avoid double dipping and overestimation of accuracy

(Kriegeskorte et al. 2009). Finally, a Wilson’s score

interval was used to calculate the accuracy 95 % Confi-

dence Interval (CI) around the point estimate of accuracy.

The reported accuracies were recomputed while keeping

age and gender correction within the LOOCV to estimate

the impact of these confounds.

Discriminative Graph Analysis

We defined our discriminative graph as being a binary

graph composed of the minimal N connections that yielded

the highest accuracy, as the addition of other connections

did not bring more information about the diagnosis.

Because the features selected at each iteration of the

LOOCV may vary, we restricted our analysis to the con-

nections that were kept for classification at least 80 % of

the time, and thus are strongly associated with the diag-

nosis in our sample.

We first looked at the distribution of connections

between the different cerebral lobes, following the division

by Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. (2002) and including the insula

in the limbic lobe. Each connection’s end was counted to

ensure that intra- and interlobar connections have equal

importance. Then, for each connection present in the dis-

criminative graph, the difference between the mean con-

nectivity in each group was computed in order to know

whether the connections were stronger or weaker. We also

calculated the degree of the discriminative graph, which is

the number of connections present in each ROI.

Finally, to test whether there was a relationship between

IQ and dysconnectivity in the comparison between the

22q11DS and control groups, summary indices of con-

nectivity were used, as described by Richiardi et al. (2012).

Brain Topogr (2014) 27:808–821 811
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Firstly, the weight of each connection was obtained by

training the classifier on the whole group using only the

discriminative connections. Then, a global connectivity

index (GCI) was computed for each subject as being the

sum of the discriminant connections multiplied by their

weight for classification. We used the normalized matrices

because of the high variability in mean connectivity

between the subjects. Increased (ICI) and decreased con-

nectivity indices (DCI) were computed the same way,

using only the connections that were stronger and weaker,

respectively. These indices were then correlated to IQ

using a Pearson correlation coefficient and tested for the

influence of age and gender using a partial correlation.

Results

Discrimination Between Patients with 22q11DS

and Healthy Controls

Connectivity-Based Classification

A maximal accuracy of 84 % (CI 75–91 %) was reached

using only 45 connections, representing 1.18 % of the total

brain network (Fig. 1a), with only two more patients mis-

classified when correcting for age and gender within the

LOOCV. The classifier performed better in excluding

22q11DS (88 % specificity, 5 misclassified controls) than

in identifying the syndrome (81 % sensitivity, 8 misclas-

sified patients). During the LOOCV, 37 connections out

of 45 were retained 80 % of the time, whereas 30

were retained at each iteration. The discriminative graph

was thus defined as the graph composed of these 37

connections.

Discriminative Graph Analysis

The discriminative graph’s connections were mostly loca-

ted within the left (30 %) and right frontal (26 %) lobes,

which corresponds to 1.5 and 1.2 % of the connections in

these lobes, respectively. The right temporal lobe has also

high relative importance, as 1.8 % of its connections were

retained. The distribution of the connections across all

lobes is further detailed in Fig. 1b, and the amount of

retained connections per lobe is shown in Fig. 1c. The

connections kept 90 % of the time showed a similar dis-

tribution, but when considering the connections retained at

all folds of the LOOCV, only 0.8 % of the right frontal

lobe connections remained in the discriminative graph,

whereas the rest of the distribution was similar. The pro-

portion of connections that were either stronger or weaker

in the 22q11DS group was equivalent (49 and 51 %

respectively). However, intralobar connections were

mostly stronger in the patients group (70 %) whereas

interlobar connections were weaker (59 %).

a

b

c

Fig. 1 Differentiation between patients with 22q11DS and healthy

controls. a Accuracy of the classifier plotted against the number of

connections retained for classification (filled line), upper and lower

95 % confidence interval are plotted in dotted lines, significance level

is shown at 50 % accuracy (dotted line). Maximal peak of accuracy is

indicated by an arrow and corresponds to an 84 % of correct

identification of the patients versus the healthy controls achieved with

45 connections. b, c Analysis of the discriminative graph at maximal

accuracy: b distribution of the connections across the lobes. The size

and color of the spheres are proportional to the number of connections

retained in each lobe. c Amount of connections retained in each lobe.

The proportion of intralobar connections (i.e. the connections that

remain in the lobe) and interlobar connections (that connect the lobe

with any other lobe) are shown (Color figure online)
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The regions with a high degree were located mostly

within the frontal lobes. For instance, eleven regions had a

degree higher than 1.5 standard deviations above the mean

degree of the discriminative graph: anterior cingulate and

superior frontal gyri bilaterally, left precentral, medial

frontal, rectus, paracentral and fusiform gyri and right

middle temporal and orbitofrontal gyri (Fig. 2).

Finally, we found a positive correlation between GCI

and full scale IQ (FSIQ) in the patients group (r = 0.42,

N = 41, p = 0.007) (Fig. 3). The connections that were

weaker in patients had more influence on the correlation as

FSIQ correlated stronger with DCI (r = 0.32, N = 41,

p = 0.041) than with ICI (r = 0.2, N = 41, p = 0.16).

These results remained significant when taking age and

gender into account. The correlation between GCI and

FSIQ was the only one to sustain correction for multiple

comparisons [false discovery rate (Benjamini 1995)].

Identification of Moderate to Severe Psychotic

Symptoms Within the Patients Group

Connectivity-Based Classification

For the classification of the PS? versus the PS- groups,

the classifier reached a maximal accuracy of 88 % (CI

71–96 %), significantly above chance while keeping 65

connections. This accuracy corresponds to a specificity of

92 % and a sensitivity of 84 %. All patients included only

in the testing group were correctly classified. Correction for

age and gender within the LOOCV led to two more mis-

classifications (non-significant difference). Among the

discriminant connections, 42 were selected in the LOOCV

80 % of the time and composed our discriminative graph.

From these connections, 38 were kept each time. None of

these connections was part of the discriminative graph

retained for discrimination between patients and controls,

showing that the classifier identified different networks for

each classification.

Discriminative Graph Analysis

Most discriminative connections were located in the frontal

lobes (left: 26 %, right: 27 %), corresponding to 1.4 and

1.5 % of the connections of these lobes, respectively. Several

other lobes also had high relative importance; i.e. 1.2 % of

left temporal, 1 % of left and right parietal and left limbic

connections were retained for classification. There was no

major difference in the distribution when considering only

the connections selected in 90 or 100 % of the folds of the

LOOCV. The discriminative connections were more often

stronger (62 %) in the PS? group compared to the PS-

group mostly in bilateral parietal and left temporal lobe

(Fig. 4a). By contrast, all the connections of the limbic lobes

Fig. 2 Brain map showing the discriminative connections for the

differentiation between patients with 22q11.2 deletion syndrome

(22q11DS) versus healthy controls at maximal accuracy. The

thickness of the connections is proportional to the difference of

mean connectivity between the groups (DR). The connections that are

weaker in 22q11DS are in blue scale, stronger are in red scale. The

spheres show the brain regions that have a degree higher than 1.5

standard deviations above the mean, the size of the sphere being

proportional to the degree (Color figure online)

Fig. 3 Scatterplot and correlation between Full Scale IQ and Global

Connectivity Index in the 22q11DS group
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were weaker in the PS? group. The ROIs with the highest

discriminative degree were the left anterior cingulate, left

precentral, right pars triangularis, left superior temporal,

bilateral superior parietal and right rectus gyri (Fig. 4b).

Discussion

In the present study, we investigated functional brain net-

works at rest in patients with a 22q11DS using a connec-

tivity decoding approach. The SVM classifier performed

significantly above chance in differentiating patients with

22q11DS from healthy controls, and in identifying the

patients suffering from mild to severe psychotic symp-

toms within the 22q11DS group. These results provide

evidence for widespread alterations of functional connec-

tivity in 22q11DS and for relationships between functional

dysconnectivity at rest and psychosis within the patients

group.

Discriminating Patients with 22q11DS from Healthy

Controls

The classifier achieved high accuracy in detecting the

22q11DS condition, using only 1.3 % of the network

connections. Although these discriminative connections

were widespread, functional connectivity of the frontal

lobe played an important role in classification. Several

studies using DTI have already identified a widespread

alteration of the structural brain network in 22q11DS

(Barnea-Goraly et al. 2003; Simon et al. 2005; Sundram

et al. 2010; Radoeva et al. 2012) that also affect tracts

originating from the frontal lobe (Simon et al. 2008; Bar-

nea-Goraly et al. 2003; Radoeva et al. 2012). This has been

further confirmed by a recent tractographic study showing

alterations in the number of reconstructed fibers in several

brain lobes, including the frontal lobes (Ottet et al. 2013a).

However, contrarily to our results that indicate a dys-

function predominantly located within the frontal lobes,

morphometric studies usually describe a relative preser-

vation of the frontal volume in the syndrome (Eliez et al.

2000; Kates et al. 2001, 2004; Simon et al. 2005). Never-

theless, localized frontal gray matter alterations have also

been described (Shashi et al. 2010; van Amelsvoort et al.

2001; Schaer et al. 2009; Bearden et al. 2007) notably in

regions that have a high degree in our discriminative graph,

such as superior, medial (Schaer et al. 2009), and orbital

(Bearden et al. 2007) frontal regions. These morphological

alterations could be related to the underlying disruption of

the structural network (He et al. 2007; Lerch et al. 2006;

Alexander-Bloch et al. 2013) and could also affect the

function of the frontal lobe and its interactions with the rest

of the brain. However, brain structure–function relation-

ships are highly complex as functional networks vary in a

much shorter time-scale than structural networks and are

highly dependent on external stimuli or on the performed

task (Bullmore and Sporns 2009). Furthermore, function

does not only reflect underlying structural alterations but

can also be the result of an adaptation to a different

structural background. Such complex relationships could

explain why we observe only few discriminative connec-

tions in the functional network of the parietal lobe whereas

structural alterations are consistently reported in this

region (Antshel et al. 2008b; Gothelf et al. 2008). Inves-

tigation of brain connectivity with multimodal neuro-

imaging approaches, task-related fMRI or dynamic mea-

surements of connectivity will be necessary to provide new

a

b

Fig. 4 Differentiation between patients that suffer of mild to severe

positive psychotic symptoms and the rest of the patients’ group. a Plot

showing the proportion of connections present for each lobe in the

discriminative graph at maximal accuracy. The proportion of connec-

tions that were weaker or stronger in patients that suffered of psychotic

symptoms compared to the rest of the patients are displayed. b Brain

maps showing the regions that have a degree superior than 1.5 standard

deviations above the mean in the discriminative graph. The size and

color of the spheres are proportional to the degree. L left, R right, PS?

patients with psychotic symptoms, PS- patients without psychotic

symptoms, ACC anterior cingulate cortex; IFG inferior frontal gyrus

(pars triangularis); PC precentral gyrus; RG rectus gyrus; SP superior

parietal gyrus (Color figure online)
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understanding of how the structural and functional altera-

tions described in 22q11DS are related together.

In a previous rs-fMRI study, we identified DMN alter-

ations located within the left superior and medial frontal

gyri in youths with 22q11DS (Debbane et al. 2012). These

same regions were also amongst the ROIs showing the

highest degree in the present study. Although the two

studies share part of their samples, we interpret this finding

as being a robust evidence for left superior and medial

frontal functional alterations at rest in 22q11DS, as it is

confirmed by different analysis methods and age ranges.

We did not replicate, however, the differences in high-level

and visuo-spatial processing networks that we previously

identified. These differences between the two studies may

be related to the different methods used to define the brain

networks that uncover different aspects of functional brain

connectivity. As our previous study only included adoles-

cents these differences could also represent functional

connectivity alterations specific to this time period. Indeed,

the precuneus, a central structure in the adult connectome

(van den Heuvel and Sporns 2011), has also been shown to

be one of the brain regions in which connectivity is the

most age predictive (Dosenbach et al. 2010). Furthermore,

impaired development of resting-state connectivity in

22q11DS has recently been described by another group on

an independent sample of patients (Schreiner et al. 2013).

Even though the authors only examined the connectivity of

the posterior cingulate cortex, it is likely that a similar

pattern may be identified in other brain regions. Therefore,

the differences we identified only in the adolescent group

could be related to a delayed maturation of the functional

brain network in the 22q11DS and should be further

investigated. Finally, we found evidence for dysconnec-

tivity in the right middle temporal gyrus only in the present

study. This region is usually considered to be part of the

social network and to respond to the emotional content of

language (Wildgruber et al. 2006), body (Van Overwalle

and Baetens 2009) or faces (Haxby et al. 2000). Even

though an alteration of the social network has been

hypothesized in the 22q11DS (Baker and Skuse 2005;

Baker and Vorstman 2012), evidence for a dysfunction

located in the temporal lobe has not been consistently

reported in the literature (Andersson et al. 2008; van A-

melsvoort et al. 2006) and needs to be further investigated.

As expected, the set of discriminative connections was

correlated to the difference in IQ between our groups,

particularly when considering the DCI. Frontal regions are

important integrative areas that support functions such as

working memory, judgment (Opris and Bruce 2005; Volz

et al. 2006) or planning (Brancucci 2012; Sun and Buys

2012). These integrative functions are thought to depend on

the frontal network configuration and its ability to allow

locally specialized processing of information as well as

synchronization between distant regions (Sporns et al.

2005; Brancucci 2012). Thus the alteration of the frontal

network and the decreased interlobar functional connec-

tivity we identified in 22q11DS could correspond to an

alteration of the brain’s integrative capacities, impacting

the cognitive abilities of the patients. Indeed, a few studies

have already reported a relationship between IQ and

measures of brain networks integration (van den Heuvel

et al. 2009; Li et al. 2009). Graph theoretical analysis of

brain connectivity in 22q11DS could confirm this hypoth-

esis as it provides quantitative measures of integration and

segregation of the networks (Bullmore and Sporns 2009).

Identification of Patients with Psychotic Symptoms

Within the 22q11DS Group

The classifier accurately identified the patients with

22q11DS suffering from mild to severe psychotic symp-

toms by showing specific functional connectivity altera-

tions related to the development of early psychosis. As no

connections were retained for both classifications, these

results suggest that functional dysconnectivity related to

the presence of cognitive deficits may be different from the

dysconnectivity responsible for the development of psy-

chosis in this population. However, we strictly kept only

the most discriminant features in order to identify the major

differences between the groups, so it is not excluded that

defining the discriminative connections less strictly could

have revealed some overlap between the two comparisons.

Our results show that functional brain connectivity

alterations can be identified before the development of full

blown psychosis in 22q11DS and involve regions already

known to be affected in schizophrenia and in its prodromal

phase (Jung et al. 2010), such as ACC, right inferior frontal

(Pettersson-Yeo et al. 2011; Vercammen et al. 2010) or left

superior temporal cortex (Honea et al. 2005; Allen et al.

2007). For instance, early impairment of frontal and tem-

poral connectivity has been described in other populations

with a prodromal psychotic syndrome (Pettersson-Yeo

et al. 2011; Jung et al. 2010). DTI studies have shown a

decrease in FA in the superior longitudinal fasciculus,

which connects frontal, temporal and parietal lobes, both in

patients with a first-episode psychosis (Luck et al. 2011)

and in patients with Ultra High Risk (Yung et al. 2008;

Fusar-Poli et al. 2013) characteristics (Karlsgodt et al.

2009). Similarly functional fronto-temporal (Crossley et al.

2009), fronto-parietal (Schmidt et al. 2013) and fronto-

striatal (Fornito et al. 2013) dysconnectivity have been

described in the same prodromal syndromes. Our results

partially overlap with the brain networks alterations

described in prodromal populations suggesting that com-

mon mechanisms underlie the development of psychosis in

22q11DS and in the general population. Even though we
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did not identify cortico-subcortical dysconnectivity, we

found predominant frontal and left temporal dysconnec-

tivity and an involvement bilateral superior parietal lobe in

classification (Fig. 4). Fronto-temporal white matter tracts

alterations (Ottet et al. 2013a; Barnea-Goraly et al. 2003)

and their relationship with psychotic symptoms (da Silva

et al. 2011; Ottet et al. 2013b) in the 22q11DS population

further sustain this hypothesis.

Apart from the frontal and temporal dysconnectivity, we

found that the ACC is one of the two brain regions that has

the most important number of discriminative connections

and therefore plays an important role in identifying the

patients that suffer from psychotic symptoms. In the liter-

ature, the ACC is described as a core node in the patho-

genesis of psychosis. Indeed decreased ACC volume (Jung

et al. 2010), as well as structural (Pettersson-Yeo et al.

2011) and functional (Lord et al. 2011; Allen et al. 2010;

Pettersson-Yeo et al. 2011) ACC dysconnectivity have been

identified prior to the onset of schizophrenia. This region

has been associated with deficits in executive functions in

schizophrenia (Minzenberg et al. 2009), and it is supposed

to play a role in the generation of auditory-verbal halluci-

nations in association with the left superior temporal and

language-related regions (Allen et al. 2007). Indeed, ACC

dysconnectivity could be related to wrong monitoring of

self-relevant stimuli and misattribution of thoughts to

external sources (Murray et al. 2012; Vercammen et al.

2010). A recent model postulates that the salience network,

composed of ACC and anterior insula, prevents the appro-

priate switch of attention between internal self-referential

thinking and external attention to relevant stimuli in

schizophrenia (Menon 2011). This hypothesis is further

sustained by several reports showing an altered pattern of

deactivation of the DMN during a task in schizophrenic

patients (Garrity et al. 2007) and in populations at genetic

(Whitfield-Gabrieli et al. 2009; Karbasforoushan and

Woodward 2012) or clinical risk for psychosis (Shim et al.

2010; Fryer et al. 2013). Finally, a role of the ACC in

mediating fronto-temporal connectivity and inducing com-

pensatory mechanisms has also been hypothesized in the

schizophrenic prodrome. (Allen et al. 2010). In 22q11DS

too, alterations of the ACC have been identified both at

structural (Bearden et al. 2009; Schaer et al. 2010) and

functional levels. In particular, a dysfunction of this region

has been described in an auditory gating task (Rihs et al.

2012) and a self-reflecting task (Schneider et al. 2012). ACC

activity in the latter was furthermore correlated with the

severity of the prodromal psychotic symptoms. However, it

is still not clear whether these alterations progressively

appear within the course of illness of if they precede and

represent a potential vulnerability marker for schizophrenia.

In this context, pattern recognition approaches raise the

hope of providing new diagnostic tools for psychiatry that

could help identify at-risk patients, evaluate their prognosis

and target treatment. Indeed, machine-learning methods

have the advantage of detecting complex patterns of fea-

tures associated with a condition and allowing inference at

an individual level (Orru et al. 2012). Structural neuroim-

aging has already been successfully used to identify

patients with schizophrenia (Davatzikos et al. 2005) and at-

risk mental states (Koutsouleris et al. 2009, 2010; Borg-

wardt et al. 2013) from healthy controls. Brain function

may also be a sensitive marker as response to an emotional

processing paradigm successfully revealed psychosis

proneness in the general population (Modinos et al. 2012,

2013). Here, we show that whole-brain resting-state con-

nectivity is another promising biomarker to identify the

presence of mild to severe psychotic symptoms. However,

only longitudinal studies will determine if such dyscon-

nectivity can predict clinical outcome in patients. Good

prediction rates have been obtained for instance with

structural neuroimaging in patients with a prodromal syn-

drome (Mourao-Miranda et al. 2012; Koutsouleris et al.

2009, 2010; Borgwardt et al. 2013) and in 22q11DS

(Gothelf et al. 2011). However, evidence is still lacking for

other neuroimaging features. Several authors have now

suggested to aim for a two steps approach in the manage-

ment of at-risk patients by adding a classification step after

their clinical identification (Koutsouleris et al. 2012; Ru-

hrmann et al. 2010). The proposed classifications may use

clinical, cognitive, environmental and neuroimaging fea-

tures alone or in combination (Shah et al. 2012). This

should allow to more closely identify which patients have a

higher risk develop a first-episode psychosis among the

prodromal population and to provide more targeted

treatment.

Conclusion and Limitations

In this study, we provide evidence for altered frontal and

right temporal brain connectivity at rest in 22q11DS related

to intellectual impairment. We showed that the presence of

mild to severe psychotic symptoms is associated with

resting-state networks alterations affecting mainly left

ACC, superior temporal gyrus and right VLPFC. Such

early dysconnectivity provides a promising biomarker for

psychosis. Given the low prevalence of the 22q11DS in the

general population, the number of patients included in this

study is relatively low, warranting further replication.

Therefore, several limitations can be identified. First, we

were not able to test for potential difference in the effect of

age on brain connectivity between the groups and used a

linear regression to remove the noise introduced by the

large age-range of our sample. A residual effect of age may

therefore remain in our results. Furthermore because of the

cognitive deficits of the patients, motion is another
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particular issue when studying this population. We took the

following steps to address this issue: we carefully excluded

the subjects with head motion using a strict threshold of

3 mm; we regressed the motion artifacts from our data; and

we excluded the presence of any significant between-group

difference in the motion regressors. However, despite all

these efforts, we cannot exclude the fact that some of our

results may be related to a residual effect of motion. Sev-

eral research groups are currently looking for optimal de-

noising methods (Satterthwaite et al. 2013; Power et al.

2012; Van Dijk et al. 2012; Tohka et al. 2008) in rs-fMRI,

but it is still unknown if one method is better than the

others. Specifically we chose not to use motion scrubbing

(Power et al. 2012; Van Dijk et al. 2012), as the impact of

frames removal and disruption of the temporal structure of

the data is controversial when studying populations where

the amount of frames to remove is not negligible (Satt-

erthwaite et al. 2013). Indeed, it may introduce signal and

statistical power loss and bias the results. In this context,

other denoising methods such as ICA artifacts regression

(Tohka et al. 2008) or wavelet despiking (Mazaika et al.

2009) might be superior, but this remains to be established.

Finally, we cannot exclude a bias introduced by medication

or by differences in the subject’s learning profile (for

instance bilingualism) related to the cognitive difficulties

associated with the 22q11DS.
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